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Abstract
Given the ubiquity and centrality of social and relational influences to the human experience, our
conception of self-governance must adequately account for these external influences. The
inclusion of socio-historical, externalist (i.e., “relational”) considerations into more traditional
internalist (i.e., “individualist”) accounts of autonomy has been an important feature of the
debate over personal autonomy in recent years. But the relevant socio-temporal dynamics of
autonomy are not only historical in nature. There are also important, and under-examined, futureoriented questions about how we retain autonomy while incorporating new values into the
existing set that guides our interaction with the world. In this paper, we examine these questions
from two complementary perspectives: philosophy and neuroscience. After contextualizing the
philosophical debate, we show the importance to theories of autonomous agency of the capacity
to appropriately adapt our values and beliefs, in light of relevant experiences and evidence, to
changing circumstances. We present a plausible philosophical account of this process, which we
claim is generally applicable to theories about the nature of autonomy, both internalist and
externalist alike. We then evaluate this account by providing a model for how the incorporation
of values might occur in the brain; one that is inspired by recent theoretical and empirical
advances in our understanding of the neural processes by which our beliefs are updated by new
information. Finally, we synthesize these two perspectives and discuss how the neurobiology
might inform the philosophical discussion.
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Introduction
A key feature of autonomy – the capacity for self-governance – is that our decisions and actions
are governed by a set of higher-order desires, values, and beliefs [e.g., 1, 2], which constitute our
“pro-attitudes” [3]. The primary focus of this paper is to explore the question of how we
incorporate new pro-attitudes into our worldview. This question is of fundamental importance to
theories of autonomy for at least two reasons: (1) Our set of pro-attitudes defines, to some degree
the “self,” and, hence, determines a necessary part of the process of self-governance – or, “selfcreation” [4], “self-authorship” [5], or “self-constitution” [6]; and (2) Given that incorporating
new pro-attitudes is an adaptive feature of daily life, theories about the nature of autonomy that
are satisfied with the mere ability of the agent to set her own course in life, without recognizing
that certain experiences or evidence require that she reconsider and perhaps adjust her plan, may
be incomplete [7]. Despite its importance to the nature of autonomy, the question of how new
pro-attitudes are incorporated into one’s worldview, as well as how existing pro-attitudes are
revised or updated, has been little addressed in the literature.
We suggest that neuroscience may be able to provide a useful perspective on this
question. While philosophy of mind is the discipline historically associated with the study of
autonomy and its components, the biological substrate for these phenomena is the brain. And
while we currently lack a precise neuroscientific account of how pro-attitudes are incorporated –
indeed, such a description may be many years away – recent advances in our understanding of
related brain functions allow us to begin to address the neural basis for this capacity. We
therefore suggest that the time is ripe to explore how neuroscience can inform the philosophical
conception of pro-attitude modification and integration, in the vein of other recent papers
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attempting to ground philosophical ideas in neuroscientific evidence [8, 9], perhaps by
constraining the debate to those proposals consistent with brain function [10–12].
We focus our discussion of evidence from neuroscience on a topic that, we suggest, is
particularly relevant to the incorporation of pro-attitudes: how – and when – new (sensory)
information is integrated into our existing beliefs about the state of the world. In the sections
below, we first survey the relevant philosophical literature, in order to contextualize and justify
the largely-unrecognized importance of an “experience-responsiveness” condition for any
complete theory of the nature of autonomy. This survey is not intended to be normative; our goal
is to describe the role of experience-responsiveness in autonomous agency and the context in
which it functions. We then describe theories and data relevant to information integration, and
how these might relate to pro-attitude incorporation. We conclude by discussing the implications
of the neuroscientific data for descriptive theories of pro-attitude incorporation and consider how
we might better align these theories with the data.

Philosophical perspective: The role of experience-responsiveness in self-governance
The philosophical discussion of autonomy posits that each person has some set of pro-attitudes –
referred to variously as their “motivational set” [7], “collection of values” [3], “conception of the
good” [13], “psychological core” [14], or “worldview” – and that the possession of this set
underlies his or her autonomy in several ways, two of which have been discussed heavily in the
literature. First, there are hierarchical internalist considerations concerning whether there is
identification, at time t, between one’s pro-attitudes and those first-order desires that are directed
towards action [1, 2]. Second, there are socio-historical externalist considerations concerning
how one’s pro-attitudes initially came to be held [5, 15, 16]. However, neither of these sets of
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considerations provides us with much guidance for addressing the issue that interests us here,
namely, how we incorporate new pro-attitudes and, more generally, how we change or revise our
set of pro-attitudes over time, in accordance with our self-development and continued dynamic
interaction with the world around us – a process we refer to here as “pro-attitude incorporation”
(which is taken to be inclusive of pro-attitude revision).
To gain some ground on this question, we must move beyond the recent discussion – with
its focus on the challenge to internalism’s time-slice analysis, on grounds of historic social
dynamics – by exploring and capturing in our theories of the nature of autonomy the importance
of certain future-oriented socio-temporal dynamics. Taking seriously the fact that we exercise
our autonomy over time requires us to supplement our theories with a recognition that “we have
a history and a future, that we develop our identities and emancipate ourselves from others over
time, that we sometimes change our minds and take different directions, that we find ourselves in
changing relationships and social environments, etc.” [17]. One way to think about this issue in a
tangible way is to consider what impact this recognition might have for a widely acknowledged
stable component of autonomous agency; and critical reflection is an obvious contender.
Regardless of which specific account of autonomy one favors, critical reflection is always
taken to be a central feature, since it is this that allows a person to shape the attitudes that guide
her actions. Hierarchical internalist theories, for instance, understand autonomy as “a secondorder capacity to reflect critically upon one’s first-order preferences and desires, and the ability
to either identify with these or to change them in light of higher-order preferences and values”
[2]. Historically externalist accounts supplement this account with the claim that autonomy
requires that the agent authentically possesses those pro-attitudes, meaning that she has come to
possess them in a way that does not bypass her capacities for critical reflection [3]. However,
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these standard claims about the critical reflection required by autonomy do not look to be
sufficient when thinking about the process of pro-attitude incorporation. To see this clearly,
consider Blöser et al.’s [18] case of “older Pat”.
Pat is a 70 year-old man and a loving father and grandfather. He nevertheless finds it
increasingly tough to accept that his children and grandchildren live their lives in ways different
from those that he himself pursued at their age. For example, Pat struggles with the fact that his
son has had his children outside of wedlock, since Pat is convinced that children can only
flourish within a stable family, which he takes to be one in which the children’s parents are
married. At this stage, Blöser et al. stipulate that this case satisfies “all sensible internalist
requirements for autonomy”: in particular, Pat is able to critically reflect on each of his proattitudes in light of his existing set of pro-attitudes and to shape his pro-attitudes according to the
outcome of this reflection. They also stress that Pat meets the historical externalist requirements
in so far as he is not a victim of manipulation; rather, he holds the same pro-attitudes that he (that
is, “younger Pat”) authentically acquired half a century ago. But then imagine that Pat, for
whatever reason (capacitarian, dispositional, or otherwise), fails to question his pro-attitudes in
light of new experiences. Picking up the earlier example, the fact his son’s family provides a safe
and supportive environment in which he can see that his grandchildren are flourishing, despite
their parents being unmarried, fails to make Pat reconsider whether marriage really is a basic
requirement of good parenthood [18].
This case suggests that a distinction needs to be drawn between two kinds of critical
reflection, and that both are required by a fully autonomous agent: the first is the familiar
(coherentist) ability to critically reflect on a pro-attitude in light of our other pro-attitudes; and
the second is the ability to critically reflect on a pro-attitude in light of new experiences or
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evidence.1 In the case of older Pat, which is constructed so that there is no inconsistency between
his pro-attitudes, it is clear that it is his failure to recognize and respond appropriately to his new
experience of child-rearing and, in turn, the evidence that this provides against his pro-attitude
(i.e., his value-based child-rearing belief), that undermines his autonomy with respect to this proattitude. In line with this distinction, in order to recover autonomy with respect to this
“encrusted” pro-attitude, Pat would need to exercise “experience-responsive” critical reflection,
that is, to consider this new experience as a touchstone for his pro-attitude [18].
This is clearly and importantly distinct from the first kind of critical reflection, since it
enables people to “appropriately update the inputs” to self-evaluations, as opposed to interpreting
their experiences in light of the pro-attitudes that they already happen to hold, which is likely to
inevitably confirm their evaluative outlook [7]. In this way, relevant new experiences and other,
non-sensory evidence – specifically, those that convey unexpected information, given one’s set
of pro-attitudes – have “the power to call into question [pro-attitudes] in a way that so far has not
been accounted for by either internalist or history-sensitive accounts of autonomy” [18]. Still,
both of these accounts can be supplemented with the experience-responsiveness condition:
hierarchical internalist theories could, on the one hand, maintain that autonomy requires critical
reflection on a pro-attitude, followed by either identifying with it or changing it in light of (i)
higher-order values and beliefs and (ii) any relevant and unanticipated experiences; and
historically externalist theories could, on the other hand, hold that an agent is autonomous with
respect to a pro-attitude only if she (i) authentically possesses it (i.e., had adequate control over

1

There is some discussion in the literature about whether experience or evidence more generally is the correct object
of our responsive attentions. For our purposes, we use the term “experience-responsiveness” to capture both “the
acquisition of information through direct perception”, i.e., experiential information [18] and the more expansive idea
of any evidence – experiential or not – that offers a reason to review the relevant part of one’s worldview [7].
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its development) and (ii) remains able to reconsider, and adjust if necessary, the pro-attitude in
light of any relevant and unanticipated experiences [7].
While it has not been addressed in the literature in any real detail until fairly recently,
reference akin to the experience-responsiveness condition is not entirely without precedent in the
philosophical discussion of autonomy. For example, Arneson writes that: “To live an
autonomous life an agent must decide on a plan of life through critical reflection and in the
process of carrying it out, remain disposed to subject the plan to critical review if […]
unanticipated evidence indicates the need for such review” [19]. Similarly, Noggle contends that,
in addition to “a skeleton of core attitudes, the fully formed [and autonomous] self has the ability
to adjust and revise its own attitudes” [14]. In addition, others have discussed the role of reasonsresponsiveness in autonomous agency [e.g., 20], and it seems plausible to think that experienceresponsiveness might be understood as a particular way of responding to reasons, specifically,
responding to reasons-to-review and/or reasons-to-revise a pro-attitude that one currently holds.
For our purposes here, it is not necessary to defend any particular model of pro-attitude
incorporation; rather, we outline one plausible philosophical account of this process. Based
largely on Blöser et al.’s analysis, experience-responsive critical reflection can be viewed as a
“complex mental activity” involving four elemental processes [18]. First, a person P recognizes a
new experience as being new, in so far as it is not to be expected or anticipated relative to P’s
pro-attitudes. Second, the occurrence of a new experience pertinent to one of P’s pro-attitudes, A,
is considered as relevant input for reflection upon A. This is the case for some pro-attitude, A, if
A implies expectations about future experiences that are either confirmed or disconfirmed by the
new experience in question or if that new experience indicates the need to make other sorts of
self-adjustments, such as reducing the strength or relative importance of A. Third, P reconsiders
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the adequacy of A in light of the new experience. Fourth, P adjusts her pro-attitudes accordingly,
which could include her reconfirming, abandoning, or reweighing the relative importance of A.
This account offers a promising means of thinking philosophically about the process of
pro-attitude incorporation. It captures the importance of people’s capacity to bring about “an
appropriate relation between their values and the world they live in” over the course of their
lives, by showing that autonomy requires that part of this ongoing dynamic relation between a
person and her (changing) environment is a disposition and an ability to respond adequately to
unanticipated new experiences, which now lie in the future [18]. In the same way that the
historical externalist condition responds to the idea that we do not want our pro-attitudes to be
determined by external circumstances, the experience-responsive condition responds to the idea
that we do not want them to be unaffected or incapable of being affected by relevant changes in
the dynamic world around us. These conditions are consistent with the idea that a complete
theory of autonomy must “avoid the consequence that persons are ‘caught up in themselves’ as
well as that they are ‘caught up in society’”, as Baumann puts it [17]. We suggest a further
qualification: that normative theories of autonomy should meet a threshold of minimum
neuroscientific realism by being compatible with what is known about how the brain functions
[10]2. We explore this issue more fully in the next section.

Neuroscientific perspective: Updating beliefs with new information
The brain sciences offer a complementary perspective on pro-attitude incorporation. In
particular, a central question in the field is how the brain integrates outside information into our
existing beliefs about the world. We suggest that understanding how this occurs can provide
insight into pro-attitude incorporation. Some might object that such a relatively low-level process
2

In other words, our oughts should be compatible with what can be achieved in the real world.
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is too far removed from our main question to be relevant. Even if we had a complete
understanding of its neural basis, how much would that truly tell us about a higher-level
phenomenon like the incorporation of pro-attitudes? It is true that we will not be providing a
precise neurobiological account of pro-attitude incorporation; however, due to the constraints of
evolution on brain structure and function, the neural computations underlying simple and more
complex processes can be expected to be conserved [21]. For example, at the fundamental level
of neural activity, the mechanisms responsible for updating the neural representation of a friend’s
face upon seeing her for the first time in many years, and the mechanisms responsible for
updating a set of pro-attitudes when confronted with conflicting information, are probably
shared. Thus, studies examining relatively simple brain processes can illuminate the neural basis
of pro-attitude incorporation.
Before examining the incorporation of new pro-attitudes, it is necessary to describe how
such pro-attitudes might be represented in the brain. From the neurobiological point of view, it
seems likely that pro-attitudes are represented by recurrent patterns of activity in prefrontal
cortical circuits, which are thought to bear primary responsibility for our uniquely human
capacities. According to hierarchical models of executive control, these prefrontal circuits can
guide decisions and actions by biasing activity in downstream, lower-level, brain regions [22].
As described below, these patterns of activity – and therefore the pro-attitudes that they represent
– can also be modified by new, relevant information.
A useful framework for thinking about how new representations of pro-attitudes are
incorporated into an existing set is provided by Bayesian inference [23, 24]. The overall idea is
that decisions are represented probabilistically, and result from combining two sources of
information: internally-generated “priors” – which provide a starting-point for approaching a
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particular decision – and new evidence. Such evidence often comes from the outside world in the
form of sensory input, but could also result from reflecting upon an issue in a new way.
According to this framework, an existing set of beliefs can be thought of as the priors, with
which new information interacts in two ways: (i) The two sources (priors and the new
information) are integrated in order to determine the relative value of the available options for
the particular decision at hand; and (ii) the new information updates (or does not update) the
priors themselves, in preparation for the next decision. Bayesian inference is particularly useful
when information is ambiguous, as is often the case in the real world.
We will use two examples to illustrate the issue. The first is one in which unreliable
sensory information (e.g., a blurry photograph) leads us to believe that, for instance, the moon is
made of cheese. We might decide, on the basis of this prior, to bring crackers on our trip to the
moon. Upon landing and finding out that the moon is actually made of rock, we would (i) choose
to leave our crackers behind when disembarking, and (ii) update our belief in the moon’s
composition, such that on our next trip we will not bring crackers in the first place, thereby
saving fuel. The second example is a variant of Blöser et al.’s case of “older Pat”, but instead
considers the case of Nat. Nat, like Pat, might value married-parent families based on a belief
formed by what he has heard from friends and the popular press. However, unlike Pat, upon
having new and unexpected experiences (i.e., noticing that his grandchildren are indeed
flourishing in an unmarried-parent family), discovering relevant sociological data on this issue,
and/or simply reflecting on his beliefs3 he might (i) decide to accept his son’s lifestyle, and (ii)
modify his values and beliefs, in light of this new information.

While reflection may be sufficient for updating one’s beliefs, the likelihood of this occurring may depend on how
one’s pro-attitudes initially developed, which our analysis does not attempt to address.
3
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Numerous carefully-controlled studies have shown that we implicitly utilize a Bayesian
framework by integrating new information with priors in order to make perceptual and motor
decisions [25–27]. Indeed, perceptual biases such as optical illusions can be explained in terms
of Bayesian inference [28, 29]: our expectations, represented by priors, influence our perception
of the outside world. While these data support the idea that the brain employs Bayesian
inference, and there exists an emerging literature on the neural basis of decision-making based
on sensory evidence and priors [30–32], less is known about how priors are updated based on
new information – the issue most relevant to pro-attitude incorporation.
What determines whether or not new information results in incorporating new proattitudes? As noted above, the initial (first and second) steps proposed by the philosophical
model of pro-attitude incorporation outlined above involve an experience that is not consistent
with an existing pro-attitude being identified as novel and relevant to that pro-attitude. Similarly,
with respect to beliefs about the world, it has been proposed that an initial step in determining
whether priors are updated is their reliability, relative to newly available information, for making
“good” decisions, which is often operationalized as those having the best outcome [33]. If prior
beliefs (or pro-attitudes) are sufficiently reliable, then new information is not relevant and there
is no particular advantage in updating them. However, if the prior beliefs (or pro-attitudes) are
not sufficiently reliable, then the new information is relevant. In practice, the reliability of priors
and particularly pro-attitudes is rarely all-or-none; the most important determinant of the benefit
of updating is whether doing so would lead to better outcomes.
The remaining (third and fourth) steps proposed by the model of experienceresponsiveness are that the set of pro-attitudes in question is reflected upon in light of the new
experience, and is (or is not) adapted accordingly. In the brain, these processes are likely
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combined: new information is continually incorporated until the priors, on their own, become
sufficiently reliable for making good decisions. It is likely that the neural systems responsible for
maximizing reward play a role in determining when the priors need further updating and when
they become sufficiently reliable [34–36]. In this way, we can appropriately adapt both lowerlevel beliefs and higher-level pro-attitudes to changing circumstances.
Returning to the examples above, suppose that we initially held the belief that the moon
was made of cheese because, on several previous trips, we had found this to in fact be the case.
Upon nearing the surface of the moon and obtaining evidence – e.g., based on the carom of a
projectile – that the moon is made of rock, we may decide to leave our crackers behind for this
trip, but in the face of ambiguous evidence, we may not yet update our belief about the
composition of the moon. It could be the case that our projectile trajectory data are noisy, or that
our estimate of how the projectile would carom off of cheese is unreliable. If further experiments
continue to yield information favoring the idea that the moon is made of rock, and it turns out to
be a good decision to leave the crackers behind (because we saved fuel), we would gradually
update our beliefs in accordance with the new evidence. Similarly, in light of Nat’s discovery of
new personal-experiential or sociological evidence, or simply upon further reflection, his
relevant pro-attitude is shown to be unreliable, thereby triggering him to begin the process of
reevaluating it. Note, also, that in these hypothetical scenarios, it is possible that the moon once
was actually made of cheese, and that married parents once did in fact provide a more stable
environment for children.
It is worth noting that foraging theory, the neural basis of which has begun to be
examined, provides a natural framework related to Bayesian inference for thinking about how to
balance existing beliefs with new information [37, 38]. This framework attempts to address the
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question of when the current behavioral strategy should be utilized to the best effect possible, i.e.
“exploitation”, and when a better strategy should be identified, i.e. “exploration”. The latter
requires an investment – for example, in time, energy, or immediate reward – in the hope of
identifying a more lucrative strategy in the long run. There is an inherent tradeoff between
exploration and exploitation: overdependence on exploitation – much like overreliance on priors
– can result in missed opportunities to optimize the strategy, particularly in a relatively dynamic
environment. With respect to philosophical commitments, this can be thought of as being akin to
rigidly maintaining a set of “encrusted” pro-attitudes, and resisting updating them, even when
confronted with countervailing evidence. On the other hand, overdependence on exploration –
much like overreliance on new information – can reduce overall reward, particularly in a
relatively static environment. This may be akin to being too quick to abandon one’s pro-attitudes
in the face of new information.
Traditional internalist conceptions of autonomy might consider an exploitative strategy to
be compatible with, and perhaps even to promote, autonomy. However, an account of autonomy
that is sensitive to the importance of experience-responsiveness would contend that such a stance
inhibits autonomy by limiting a person’s capacity to critically reflect on her pro-attitudes in light
of new experiences4. Conversely, a maximally exploratory strategy is over-reliant on external
information over pro-attitudes and thus also violates a core precept of autonomy. So maximizing
autonomy looks to require a familiar tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
Our emerging understanding of the neural basis of this tradeoff, and of Bayesian
inference, for simple decisions may, in a general sense, provide insight into how and when a
higher-level process like pro-attitude incorporation may occur in the brain. While the

4

To be clear, it is the capacity to critically reflect that is important, not whether new pro-attitudes are or are not
ultimately incorporated.
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neuroscience underlying this process has not been studied directly, one line of recent research
has led to the intriguing proposal that a particular region of the prefrontal cortex, the posterior
cingulate cortex (CGp), is a key node in the network responsible for recognizing changes in the
environment and adapting behavioral strategies accordingly [39]. Some of the evidence
supporting this idea comes from examining neural activity in non-human primates performing
tasks requiring choice between a “safe” option, associated with a fixed reward, and a “risky”
option, associated with a variable reward. Briefly, the activity of CGp neurons reflects the
magnitude and variability of reward [40], and is predictive of switches in behavioral strategy
(e.g., from the safe to the risky option) [41]. These and other data support the idea that lower
levels of CGp activity promote retaining the current set of beliefs – akin to exploitation, in
foraging theory – and higher levels CGp activity supports allowing new experiences or evidence
to update the beliefs – akin to exploration [39]. While these experiments were designed to
examine the relationship between CGp activity and behavior across trials performed by the same
subjects, it is possible that the relationship would hold across subjects – i.e., that individuals
more prone to resist updating their beliefs (e.g., Pat) are more likely to exhibit lower levels of
CGp activity. Under this theory, elevated CGp output would modulate activity in the circuits
representing prior beliefs such that the likelihood that these representations will be altered is
increased, although how this occurs is not yet known.
It seems reasonable to suggest that CGp – likely in concert with a network of
interconnected brain regions – plays a similar role in incorporating pro-attitudes as it does in
representing prior beliefs. The critical point is that a plausible mechanism exists for
incorporating new patterns of neural activity in response to novel sensory information. While this
mechanism subserves lower-level processes that often occurs below the level of conscious
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awareness, this (or some similar) mechanism could be conserved for higher-level processes like
pro-attitude incorporation. While we are currently limited to inferring how the brain mediates
higher-level processes from our understanding of the neural basis of analogous lower-level
processes, it is possible that advances in neuroscientific methods may allow us to directly
examine higher-level processing in the future.

Synthesis of perspectives from philosophy and neuroscience
In the preceding sections we have reviewed the philosophical perspective on the incorporation of
new pro-attitudes and the reasons for thinking that this provides an additional necessary
condition for autonomous agency. This highlighted that self-governance requires governance by
a self that is able to “update” itself in light of the world around it by responding to relevant
experiences (as opposed to governance by an inflexible former self). We then considered how
this process might occur in the brain, with an eye towards further informing this philosophical
perspective. So what does neuroscience add to the philosophical discussion?
One interesting discrepancy between the perspectives from the two disciplines concerns
how the process of pro-attitude incorporation is thought to occur. It is commonly assumed in the
philosophical literature that this process requires top-down, rational reflection. For instance, even
though Weimer suggests that the experience-responsiveness condition “allows for an agent to be
on ‘autopilot’ with respect to her motivational states for long periods of time, merely monitoring
in a passive way for unanticipated evidence”, he holds that pro-attitude incorporation requires
that she is able to “retake active control of the relevant part(s) of her life by rationally
reconsidering” the appropriate pro-attitude(s) [7] (emphasis added). In addition, Noggle
maintains that pro-attitude incorporation requires “the psychological mechanisms necessary to
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allow [the agent] to reflect upon and revise those beliefs and desires” – a process he calls
“reflective self-adjustment” [14] (emphasis added).
However, these ideas are not invoked by the neuroscientific account. Instead, it is entirely
consistent with the extant neurobiology that we incorporate new pro-attitudes below the level of
conscious awareness, in much the same way that we make many everyday decisions and that
perception “automatically” – i.e., without top-down reflection – arises from the integration of
sensory evidence with prior beliefs. Those pro-attitudes whose incorporation leads to better
decisions – defined, as above, as those associated with better outcomes – will be retained, while
those that do not lead to better decisions will be rejected. While the evidence from neuroscience
does not preclude the possibility of top-down reflection in incorporating new pro-attitudes –
indeed, there is support for this hierarchical feature of autonomy, in particular via executive
control theory [10, 22] – the evidence is also consistent with the idea that non-conscious
processing of emotions provides a useful heuristic for efficient decision making [42, 43]. While
we do not suggest that these descriptive findings be brought to bear on the question of how we
should value autonomy, the explanation they provide for how autonomous decision making
could occur is most consistent with philosophical accounts that do not depend on top-down
rational reflection exclusively [e.g., 44, 45].
Another potential insight from neuroscience may address the question of what determines
whether a new pro-attitude will be accepted or rejected. As described above, the more surprising
new information is – i.e., the less predictable the information is based on the priors – the more
rapidly the priors are updated. In a similar manner, the more conflict there is between our proattitudes and new information, the more rapidly we may be to evaluate whether we need to
update our pro-attitudes. While there is undoubtedly a large set of factors that influence whether
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new pro-attitudes are accepted or rejected – for example, the trustworthiness of the source of
information driving the new pro-attitude – Bayesian inference and, specifically, conflict between
new information and priors provides an overarching framework for thinking about why some
pro-attitudes remain stable and some are updated.
Although we have focused in this paper on the neuroscience underlying Bayesian
inference, since this is particularly relevant to the question of updating pro-attitudes based on
new information, insights from neuroscience are not limited to this systems-level phenomenon.
For example, at the cellular level, the phenomenon of memory reconsolidation may also provide
insight into pro-attitude incorporation. It has been shown that our long-term memories are not as
stable as we might imagine them to be: the very act of recalling a memory converts it from stable
to labile [46]. After a period of time, and probably during sleep [47, 48], these memories pass
into a long-term stable state once again – a process known as reconsolidation. Not only does
recall transform memory from stable to labile, it also provides a window of opportunity to
change memory [49, 50], and this has important implications for the mechanisms of neuronal
integration [51].
Thus, whenever we encounter new information the brain attempts to “put it into context”:
we think about related events that have occurred in the past, and as we do so each of them deconsolidates. If they are both sufficiently salient and sufficiently related to the new information,
then a functional linkage between them is created, and when both events pass into long-term
memory – one as a de novo memory and the other as a reconsolidated one – they are
interconnected such that the recall of either is, on average, more likely to cause the recall of the
other. Such an integrated perspective on the world around us is tremendously useful for accurate
prediction of future events [24], and may provide a framework for thinking about how pro-
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attitudes are updated. Specifically, if representations of pro-attitudes become labile5 when they
are “brought to mind” as new evidence is considered, a similar process of reconsolidation may
underlie the updating that the representations undergo. It is this updated form of the pro-attitude
representation that will then be brought to bear on subsequent decisions.
In summary, this paper represents an attempt to integrate neuroscientific data and theories
with the philosophical ideas underlying a critical, yet under-examined, feature of autonomy. We
have endeavored to illuminate the degree to which our brains have the capacity to achieve the
aims that philosophers of mind attribute to them. Specifically, we have focused on our emerging
understanding of how the brain integrates new information into existing beliefs as a model for
understanding how pro-attitude incorporation might occur in the brain. This is particularly
important in light of both the requirement for minimal empirical realism and the general
applicability of a supplementary experience-responsiveness condition to theories of autonomy.
Future studies will advance our understanding of the neural basis of information integration,
which can serve to further inform pro-attitude incorporation and address other questions relevant
to a wide range of conceptions of autonomy. Continuing to synthesize the complementary
neuroscientific and philosophical accounts of related brain processes will ultimately allow for a
neurobiologically-grounded conception of personal autonomy.
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